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Abstract 
This thesis attempts to combine the elements of oral interpretation and 
rhetoric in order to create a group performance piece that contains interesting 
movement and dialogue as well as persuasive rhetorical elements. This new 
genre of group oral interpretation is called Rhetorical Theatre and 
implements only non-fictional material for the manuscript. Metaphoric 
blocking and direction is discussed, as well as the use of other conventions 
currently employed in group interpretation. 
Rhetorical Theatre 
Creating Rhetorical Theatre 
Rhetorical Goals of Public Speaking and Theatre 
For years a polarization has occurred between theatre and rhetoric, 
3 
and for that matter between oral interpretation and rhetoric. Each side has 
respectively narrowed their its studies and has thus diverging the field of 
communication. While rhetoricians dive headlong into the specific analysis of 
public speaking, the theatre artist analyzes the performance of plays and also 
the work of oral interpretation. But these two areas of study are very similar. 
Both attempt to inform and persuade. 
In the broadest sense, Readers Theatre may be defined by the presence 
of "performance" and a "script". For example, Lee and Gura define Readers 
Theatre as "any group interpretation event" (1982. p. 404) While Maclay 
defines it as "a medium characterized by two features: a text and a 
performance" (1971, p. 3). Based on Maclay's definition of Readers Theatre 
a junction may be made between rhetoric or public speaking and theatre oral 
interpretation by showing the close associations these fields have in 
association with the "performance" and the "text." 
Rhetorical Theatre 
Similarities between the Performance of Oral Interpretation and Public 
Speaking 
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By examining the top scholars and theorists of rhetoric and theatre, 
the similarities and consistencies of each field can be seen. Donald Bryant 
refers to rhetoric as "the rationale of informative or swayzory discourse." 
Weaver continues with "Rhetoric is persuasive speech in the service of truth, 
it should create an informed appetition for the good." The theatrical 
equivalent of Richard Weaver is Bertolt Brecht. Brecht's theory of epic 
theatre regards theatre as "the performance that never lets one forget that it is 
a presentation of ideas" (Mordden, 1988, p. 51 ). As Mordden explains, "Epic 
theatre is didactic theatre" (1988, p. 51). Thus we have established that both 
theatre and public speaking have an educational and persuasive goals. 
This is not to say that all theatre productions are rhetorical. As Peter 
Brook maintains in his text The Empty Space, there is such a thing as deadly 
theatre (1968). This theatre is for entertainment only and lacks the essential 
qualities of the holy theatre. It is shallow and contrived for enjoyment. It 
does not attempt to convey an important message. And on the side of public 
Rhetorical Theatre 
speaking, speeches of entertainment and the like are merely created for the 
edification and enjoyment of the speaking audience. 
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Rhetoric and theatre also share in their need to maintain the attention 
of the Audience. Alan Monroe's motivating sequence begins with the step to 
attain the audiences attention. Similarly, the theatre strives through settings, 
costumes, and movement to gain the attention of the audience. Thus, theatre 
that can maintain the attention and provide a rhetorical message to its 
audience is considered rhetorical. 
Similarities in Material of Public Speaking and Theatre 
In further development of the definition of Readers Theatre, Coger 
and White add that Readers Theatre is 
"a medium in which two or more oral interpreters through 
vivid vocal and physical clues cause an audience to see and hear 
characters expressing their attitudes toward an action so vitally 
that the literature becomes a living experience -- both for the 
readers and for their audience. In other words, the readers 
share the attitudes, viewpoints, and actions of a literary piece 
Rhetorical Theatre 
with an audience, causing that audience to experience the 
literature." (1973, p. 4) 
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Coger and White distinguish the importance of the material in oral 
interpretation. The notion of a communal act between the interpreter and the 
audience which results from the sharing of attitudes of the script. The 
reference to a "literary piece" is to indicate that the material used in group 
performance have ability to convey attitudes, viewpoints, and actions. 
Typically, novels, short stories, plays, and poems are used for the material of 
Readers Theatre performance. The "sharing" of ideas is by definition 
persuasion and typical of rhetoric. In fact, classical theorists make little 
distinction between rhetoric and persuasion. Plato defined rhetoric as "the art 
of ruling the minds of men ... the art of winning the soul." 
Since public speaking relies heavily on the use of non-fiction material 
and theatre uses fictional material, the completion of rhetorical theatre can be 
made by using non-fiction material in a readers theatre piece. 
Similarly Coger and White reaffirm this idea of using non-fiction 
material when discussing the use of fictional material for Readers Theatre, 
Rhetorical Theatre 
They state that, 
"The more sensitive the characters, the more subtle the action, 
and the more magnified the picture of human conduct with its 
social implications, the stronger will be their power to bring the 
audience to a state of awareness, of insight" (1973, p. 6) 
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Essentially, Coger and White are asserting that the more genuine and real the 
characters are, the more compelling they will be to the audience. Coger and 
White maintain that this "realism" will make the event more insightful for the 
audience. This insight, as in public speaking, is the awareness of the 
rhetorical nature of the production. The very close relationship between 
rhetoric and theatre can now be seen. 
Rhetorical Theatre 
Based on these comparisons a new bridge of rhetoric and theatre can 
be drawn. Rhetorical Theatre is an appropriate name for the delivery of a 
script comprised entirely of non-fiction material through group interpretation 
performance. 
Rhetorical Theatre now combines the best elements of both rhetoric 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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and oral interpretation. By providing a persuasive message in a more 
entertaining fashion than a public speech, rhetorical theatre becomes a more 
useful tool for society than Readers Theatre, no longer using novels and 
poems, which can be appropriately titled "flu.tr', and penetrating the "minds 
of men" with useful methods of persuasion and discourse. 
99 Bottles: A Rhetorical Theatre Piece 
The next phase of developing this new medium is to prepare a full 
production of the form, combining various delivery elements of oral 
interpretation and public speaking to create a unified performance piece. By 
examining the convention of interpretation used in the production, subject 
selection, script compilation, casting, blocking, location/setting, and the dress 
of the production a better understanding of the implementation of Rhetorical 
Theatre can be seen. In the convention of Rhetorical Theatre, the names of 
the word of "interpreter" or "actor" is now replaced with the word "speaker". 
The Convention of Interpretation 
The convention of interpretation denotes that the actor or speaker in 
this case, is interpreting the material, not acting it. Brown, Epolito, and 
L 
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Stump state it best when they describe the interpreter-audience relationship, 
"The predominant communication which occurs between 
production and audience is analogous to that between book 
and reader, rather than audience and actor ... As a consumer 
of print does not does not attend primarily to the word ~ 
word, so the audience member in a Readers Theatre production 
expects the interpreter to 'trigger' conceptions more than to 
present sense data for perception" (1974, pp. 2-3). 
Thus the audience member is a more active part in the production and the 
message and material of the production is emphasized. The material is 
presented in a presentational fashion rather than representationally. 
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In concord with this presentational quality, all of the speakers use 
books containing the manuscript. The practical purposes of memorization 
for having the script in hand is obvious, but beyond that, the script represents 
that the speaker is only a messenger delivering the material to the audience. 
It visually reminds audience members that the material is the primary focus of 
the production. 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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Subject Selection 
The first step in the staging of a Readers Theatre is to select a subject. 
Because this is a rhetorical theatre piece, and the intention of this production 
is to show the strong similarities between public speaking and theatre, a 
common speech class topics were considered. 
Gronbeck, McKerrow, Ehninger, and Monroe maintain that for a 
speech the topic should be of strong interest to the reader (1990). Long, 
Hudson, and Jeffrey reiterate this idea with their criteria for selecting 
material. They believe the first questions that should be asked when selecting 
material is, "Are you, as the director, committed to this literature (material)? 
Do you believe in its literary(social) value? Are you genuinely excited about 
spending the time to direct an effective performance?" (1977, p. 6). The 
replacement of literature for non-fiction material and literary value for social 
value are representative replacement for the creation of the original genre of 
Rhetorical Theatre. 
As the director, I first considered the subject of the problem of aged in 
America. The topic seemed salient because of recent problems with the 
L_ 
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American health care system and the rising cost of care for the elderly. But 
this topic was too foreign for a college cast performing the script. If personal 
accounts and other non-fiction material were to be used, the college-age 
actors would have a difficult time portraying elderly persons as well as 
understanding the plight they suffer. 
The next subject considered for the production was that of college 
drinking. It seemed like a topic that is often used in introductory speech 
courses and was salient to both the cast and audience for this production. 
With further research into the subject the availability of materials was 
promising and so the topic was selected for the production. The available 
talent to perform the production were all college-age students, and the 
personal accounts would be more realistic when portrayed by students. In 
regards to the questions asked by Long, Hudson, and Jeffrey, the director of 
the piece was extremely committed to this topic and literature. With the 
preliminary research completed, the director realized the salience and 
therefore the exigence of this production. 
Script Compilation 
L 
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The compilation of the script required an organizational pattern which 
would be interesting as a theatre piece as well as true to the rhetorical form. 
Alan Monroe's motivated sequence satisfies both of these prerequisites. The 
motivated sequence allows for a dramatic sequence of problem and 
resolution. When the "need" step is identified this represents the conflict stage 
found in the plot progression of dramatic works. The resolution of this 
conflict is Monroe's third step "satisfaction". Since this organizational 
method is an accepted means of persuasive speaking, it justifies its use on the 
rhetorical side. 
Much of the material compiled on college drinking for the script was 
in the form of statistics, which do not lend themselves well to a theatrical 
production. As Long, Hudson, and Jeffrey note "some nonfictional 
literature ... contain so little dramatic action that they seem hardly amenable 
to group performance" (1977, p. 66) As the writer of the manuscript, I took 
the personal accounts and narratives and used them as the center of the 
pieces. The statistics were used as prefaces or breaks to the material. 
An example of the placement of statistics is the section about Mitch 
L 
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Stegmaier who fell from a utility poll. The following transitional statistic 
states that, "between 17 and 53 percent of fatal falls are alcohol-related." The 
statistic helps the audience to know that the scene is over and the speaker is 
back to addressing the audience. It also serves as the finality of the scene, 
offering a statistic that relates directly to the scene. 
For the "attention" step of the Monroe's Motivated sequence, I 
wanted something that would be comfortable and fun for the college 
audience. The selection of popular drinking toasts and slogans seemed best 
suited for this. Not only are students familiar with these expressions but they 
also demonstrate the wide variety of language and social influence that 
alcohol and advertising plays in the college student's life. 
The central narrative of the script and the premise for the symbolism 
and title "99 Bottles" is the story of Colin Prock who fell in an elevator shaft 
to his death. It was a story which contained a large amount of dialogue and 
narration and the image off alling has a powerful impression. 
The transitions from each of Monroe's steps was based on the falling 
image in the Colin Prock story. The "99 bottles" lyric is a very popular, easily 
L 
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rememberable song. Each transition ends with the word "fall" and is used as 
a background noise during the Prock scene. The intention of this is to give 
the audience a memory recall whenever and wherever they hear the song. If 
the audience can recall this rhetorical theatre piece outside of the actual event 
it will strengthen its effectiveness. 
There is also the question of citing references of material used in the 
script. Throughout the majority of the manuscript each line is from a 
different source. By citing each source there would be a lack of fluid 
progression from each piece. Because the citing is very important in 
maintaining the credibility and since we, as speakers, want our audience to be 
able to find more information if they would like, a list of references is 
provided in the program given to the audience at the performance. 
Another aspect of the script is the repetition of certain lines for an 
incantation or chant effect. This repetition serves to heighten the attention of 
the line. For example, one of the lines in the manuscript is a quote from a 
university president who says, "I write a couple of letters a semester to parents 
of kids who have died because of something related to the use of booze." The 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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last phrase "use of booze" is repeated twice then the chant breaks down to the 
word "booze". This helps to create the dissonance and tension needed to 
convey this horrifying quote. However, Gray cautions that chants and 
incantations "demand a subtle control of other dynamics, combined with the 
right voice quality, and driven by an inner energy that is more than passive" 
(1968, p. 38). 
The time length of the script was set at between 20 to 30 minutes for 
two reasons. The first reason is that Rhetorical Theatre provides a large 
amount of information in a very short amount of time. A normal audience 
could not disseminate all of the stories, facts, and statistics for a long period 
of time. Secondly, the Readers Theatre competition limits the pieces to 
between 20 and 30 minutes. Maintaining this time frime allows for the 
possible use of this manuscript for competition. 
Casting 
To accomidate the amount of information in the manuscript as well as 
create interestin and complex pictures with the blocking, six speakers were 
used to present the material. Three men and three women unified the cast 
L 
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and allowed for a diverse amount of positions regarding movement. 
Blocking 
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The movement or blocking of the speakers uses the suggestions set for 
in Raymond Schneider's article The Visible Metaphor (1976). Schneider 
delineates the literal adaption of dramatic scenes from that of blocking and 
directing which seeks to find the metaphoric symbolism of the script. He 
writes, "An adaptor-director of a group interpretation presentation searches 
for a visible symbol, a concreate stage device that "metaphorizes" one or more 
elements of the literature." (1976, p. 122). 
For example, The scene in which Mitch Stegmaier climbs to the top of 
a utility poll could be staged with the actor miming the action of shimmying 
up another speaker to represent the pole. But this literal depiction is 
unrealistic and unneeded. Instead the speakers form a line from the down-left 
corner of the stage to the up-right corner. The speaker portraying Mitch is 
found at the end of the line. The long line presents and accents the height of 
the pole. 
Another example is the Colin Prock scene, in which he falls thirty feet 
L__ 
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in an elevator shaft. The narrative has strong images of sixteen persons 
crowding into an elevator. To emphasiz.e and symboliz.e this claustorphobic 
feeling, the speakers are in a very wide open blocking pattern, but as the scene 
continues and the scene begins the actors move in. From there they move in 
closer to one another. As the scene progresses into the elevator, the speakers 
close in even more. Again, the speakers are not one literalling crowding into 
each other, yet the blocking symbolizes the tension of the elevator. As 
Schneider indicates, "Avoiding a literal dramatization of the events of a story 
or poem, an inventive director will, for example, translate the distorted 
perspective of the story, the shifting locus or changing tensions of language 
style, into stage analogues." 
Another element of the blocking was the use of the same positions for 
the speakers during the "attention" and "action" segments of the script. The 
production begins with each speaker lined up stage left to stage right facing 
downstage. From this point the speakers move on their individuals lines into 
a position which highlights the individualism of each person. This same 
blocking is during the end of the production to reaffrrm the finality of the 
piece and off er a "full-circle" conclusion. 
Location/Setting 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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According to Gordon Hilker, "any interpretive presentation, even the 
simplest description by a uniformed speaker, should be given from a 'stage', 
i.e. a position, usually raised, from which the interpreter can be clearly seen 
and heard ... " (1974, p. 11 ). In Charleston there is a limited number of spaces 
to choose from. Because of the current summer theatre program at Eastern 
Illinois University the only adequate spaces are outside of the college. 
Optimally, this piece would be performed on a space on-campus as to allow 
the greatest number of students to attend the performance. 
The Kiwanis band shell was the final choice for the production. This 
site offered the best view of the blocking of the piece for the audience. The 
stage sits 18 inches above the audience and there are three levels to the stage 
which rise at seven inch increments from the downstage area to the upstage 
area. This allows some of the actors to stand seven inches above the others 
and provide a depth to the picture and perspective to the blocking. In one 
scene the speakers tum upstage and one speaker steps upstage to the higher 
Rhetorical Theatre 
level and faces downstage. The speaker imitates the actions of a bartender 
and he is clearly seen above the other actors who are downstage of him. 
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No set pieces, such as stools, chairs, or ladders (typically used in 
Readers Theatre) were employed because the speakers could walk upstage to 
be create different levels onstage. 
There is no scenery or specific setting used for the production. To 
coincide with the metaphoric blocking and the conventions of interpretations, 
the scenes are dependent upon the imagination of the audience. 
~ 
In order to maintain the most comfortable environment for the college 
student, a very informal mode of dress was used. Actors wore t-shirts with a 
unifying insignia on their shirt pocket. The actors wore various informal 
pants and skirts to maintain the informal feel. 
Discussion 
The attempt to bind the gap between theatre and rhetoric is not only a 
noble endeavor, but hopefully produces a valuable genre of interpretation 
that can be utilized for social well-being. Quintilian called rhetoric, "a good 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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man speaking well," Rhetorical Theatre is by this definition would be called, 
"good people speaking well together." The production of "99 Bottles" has the 
ability to perform a great service to the community. It educates and 
persuades college students to monitor their alcohol consumption. I believe 
that there is no one speaker that could convey this message in such an 
interesting and comprehensive manner. The ability to dramatize personal 
testimony and reinforce statistics with movement is only possible in the realm 
of Rhetorical Theatre. 
There are many other realms to explore in Rhetorical Theatre. I 
simply used the informative and persuasive speech as a model for 
interpretation. But group discussions and reactive speeches could also be 
implemented. Imagine each speaker taking a unique position on one topic. 
There movement in respect to the other speakers would represent their 
position of certain aspects of the topic. 
L__ 
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"99 Bottles" 
A Readers Theatre Manuscript 
As part of a Thesis Project for Completion of 
A Masters In Speech Communication. 
By 
Jeffrey T. Hess 
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{All dialogue in quotations represents a non-speaker character.} 
THE ATTENTION STEP 
ALL 
99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall. .. {SPEAKERS move into position} 
98 bottles of beer on the wall, 98 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall ... 
SPEAKER 1 
Cheers. 
SPEAKER2 
Salud. 
SPEAKER 3 
Down the hatch. 
SPEAKER4 
Bottoms Up. 
SPEAKER 5 
To your health. 
22 
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SPEAKER6 
Through the teeth, over the gums, watch out stomach here it comes. 
SPEAKER 1 
Tastes great. 
SPEAKER2 
Less filling. 
SPEAKER 3 
I'm a cub fan and a bud man. 
SPEAKER4 
It doesn't get any better than this. 
SPEAKERS 
It's the right beer now. 
SPEAKER6 
We'll see you at Marty's. 
SPEAKER 1 
Teds 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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SPEAKER2 
Ikes. 
SPEAKER 3 
Mothers. 
SPEAKER4 
Uptowner. 
SPEAKER 5 
Stix. 
SPEAKER6 
Stu's. 
SPEAKER 1 
Friends. 
SPEAKER2 
Roes. 
SPEAKER6 
How about a beer crawl? 
L_ -
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Speaker 6 
How about a bar crawl? 
SPEAKER 1 
Do a shot. 
SPEAKER2 
Party down. 
SPEAKER 3 
Catch a buzz. 
SPEAKER4 
Get Drunk. 
SPEAKER 5 
Ripped. 
SPEAKER6 
Tanked. 
SPEAKER 1 
Loaded. 
SPEAKER2 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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Wasted. 
SPEAKER 3 
Toasted. 
SPEAKER4 
Buzzed. 
SPEAKERS 
Screwed. 
SPEAKER6 
Trashed. 
SPEAKER 1 
Broasted. 
SPEAKER2 
Smashed. 
SPEAKER 3 
Lit. 
SPEAKER4 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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Tore up. 
SPEAKERS 
Sauced. 
SPEAKER 6 
Sloshed. 
SPEAKER 1 
Pickled. 
ALL 
Plop, plop, fizz, fizz, oh what a relief it is .... {SPEAKERS move into 
position.} 99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those 
bottles should happen to fall. .. 
SPEAKER4 
Today we are going to take a close look at the problem of college drinking. 
SPEAKER 3 
I don't have a drinking problem. I get drunk. Fall down. No problem. 
Rhetorical Theatre 
SPEAKER4 
First, we will examine exactly how serious the problem is on campuses in 
American and even right here in Charleston. 
SPEAKER2 
Specifically, we will examine the problem of alcohol and academic life. 
'SPEAKER 3 
The problem with alcohol and your body's life. 
SPEAKER 1 
The problem with alcohol and the alcoholic's life. 
SPEAKERS 
The problem with alcohol and your sex life. 
SPEAKER6 
And the problem with alcohol and your life. 
SPEAKER4 
Next, we will explore some solutions currently being implemented on 
campuses around the country and off er some possible solutions for college 
28 
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students to curb the drinking problem. 
SPEAKER6 
{Pseudo-radio voice.} 
Disclaimer: 
SPEAKER 1 
All characters and events are not ficticious. Any coincidence with real events 
or persons is intended. Everything you hear about in this piece happened. 
THE NEED STEP 
The Problem with Alcohol and Your Academic Life 
SPEAKER 5 
Obviously, college students are in school to get an education and alcohol has 
a tremendous effect on academic life. 
SPEAKER 6 
{SPEAKER 4 stands out from the 
crowd.} 
The typical student spends more money for alcoholic beverages than for 
textbooks. 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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SPEAKER4 
"I was a student at a Michigan University known for it's party prowess since 
1988. The fact that I am not there now could easily be attributed to alcohol." 
SPEAKERS 
A survey of college administrators showed that they believe that alcohol is a 
factor in 34 percent of all academic problems and 25 percent of the dropout 
cases. 
SPEAKER2 
Of this year's freshman class, over 120,000 students will become alcohol-
related dropouts. 
SPEAKER 1 
If we could eliminate alcohol-related student drop-outs, we could finance and 
expand the entire Federal Loan Program. 
SPEAKER4 
"I was never dependent or addicted to alcohol, and I drink less now than I did 
in high school--" 
SPEAKER6 
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Most Eastern Illinois University students began drinking between the ages of 
14 and 15. 
SPEAKER 5 
14 and 15. 
SPEAKER4 
"--but unfortunately I drank enough at college to become a dropout statistic. 
Alcohol is The most readily available and socially acceptable means for 
young people to have an out from reality. Some have drinking problems that 
are genetically related while others drink because of peer pressure. Based on 
my own experience, drinking by college students is directly related to the 
stresses and realities that students encounter on their quest for higher 
education." 
The Problem with Alcohol and Your Body's Life. 
SPEAKER 5 
Not only should students be concerned about their academic life, but also 
their health. 
SPEAKER4 
Rhetorical Theatre 
When sauntering up to the bar for your next drink, consider this--
SPEAKER3 
Over the course of a year, 2 cans of beer a day in excess of your normal 
caloric needs could result in a 33-pound weight gain. 
SPEAKER 1 
Nice Beerbelly, huh? 
SPEAKER2 
A daily glass of wine could add 10 pounds a year. 
SPEAKER6 
But there are more serious health problems than weight to be considered. 
SPEAKERS 
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At Boston College, the number of college students hospitalized for Alcohol-
related problems has doubled since last year. 
SPEAKER 3 
At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 80 percent of weekend visits 
to the health service are alcohol related. According to an Amherst student --
SPEAKER 4 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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"You see the ambulances on college campuses all the time." 
SPEAKER 3 
At Oklahoma State University, the student health center treats an average of 
10 cases of severe alcohol poisoning per sememster, up from six a decade ago. 
SPEAKER 5 
In Charleston, 20 percent of E.I.U. students have had five or more drinks at 
one sitting three times in the last two weeks. 
Problems with Alcohol and the Alcoholic's Life. 
SPEAKER6 
There are college students who must also be very careful because they are 
susceptible to alcoholism. 
SPEAKER 3 
"When I was a sophomore I fell madly in love with a senior. His name was 
Ron, but everybody called him Harpo because of the long blonde curls fleeing 
from his brain. Harpo as the stuff that campus legends are made of. He 
drank beer on long bus rides to away games and starred on the soccer field. 
He drank martinis from beer pitchers and could, and would, recite Yeats until 
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mommg. 
SPEAKER 1 
Alcoholism is the number one drug problem in the United States. 
SPEAKER 3 
"Harpo never graduated. He was given one last chance in 17th Century Lit. 
He wrote on Bacon, Esskay not Francis, and flunked out. Another friend, 
however, won honors for his paper titled "Harpo, a Byronic Hero." I lived 
with Harpo for two years until I was too tired to love him anymore. Three 
years ago Harpo died from drinking. About a year after that I went into 
treatment for alcohol abuse. When I was in college I thought that drunks 
were those who staggered home after two pitchers of beer. I have learned, 
albeit late, to be more concerned for those who can drink a bottle of bourbon 
and ace a physics exam. Or just pass a physics exam. I thought a lot about 
Harpo. I will never know if, by knowing what I know now, I might have 
saved his life as my friends saved mine. In the yearbook there is a 
photograph of the Sigs. Three of these fabulously funny guys have died from 
alcohol and other drugs. I would not go back tochange the crazy days we 
Rhetorical Theatre 
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spent together because I will never be able to separate long nights of drinking 
from the wild imaginations and inexhaustible energies that I loved so much. I 
only hope that today's students are better educated about alcohol and 
addiction so that they will be able to recognize where the excitement ends and 
exhaustion begins. So that, one day, they might be able to save the life of 
someone they love." 
SPEAKER 6 
Virginia Tech's vice president for student affairs maintains that 
SPEAKER 5 
"more students are drinking abusively" on campus. "I've never seen it like 
I've seen it in the last 10 years, with the last five years worse than the first 
five." 
SPEAKER4 
The disease of alcoholism is also a problem in Charleston. "Mary" is an 
Eastern Illinois University student and she is a recovering alcoholic--
SPEAKER 3 
She began drinking at the age of 15. The problem wasn't found until two 
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years after her step father died. 
SPEAKER2 
"I couldn't cry at the funeral. I learned not to feel emotions." 
SPEAKER 5 
After her mother kicked her out of the house, she enrolled at Lake Land 
College in Mattoon. 
SPEAKER2 
"I drank all the time -- day or night. I liked whiskey the best. Wednesday, 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday were designated days to drink, with 
Wednesday being keg day at the trailer park." 
SPEAKER 6 
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Mary said she drank at least a six-pack of beer daily, although that amount 
would not get her drunk. 
SPEAKER2 
"I just needed the alcohol in my system to get through the day." 
SPEAKER4 
Mary found a treatment center to help her. The Hour House on division. 
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But treatment centers only reach about 10% of the alcoholics in this country. 
Problems with Drinking and Sexual Activities 
SPEAKER 3 
There is the problem with Sex and alcohol. 
SPEAKER 5 
As Shakespeare said, 
SPEAKER 1 
"What it gives to the pleasure, it takes away from the performance." 
SPEAKER 6 
Not only that, but alcohol effects your ability to make rational decisions. 
SPEAKER 1 
One college study found that almost 30 percent of undergraduate students 
had engaged in "unplanned" sexual activity after drinking. 
SPEAKER2 
"When I went to the party I didn't plan on sleeping with anyone--" 
SPEAKER 6 
"She was hanging around me all night, she slow-danced with me--" 
Rhetorical Theatre 
SPEAKER I 
I was drunk, she was drunk, --" 
SPEAKER2 
"--When I woke up with him this morning, I wished I hadn't. I must have 
had some serious beer goggles on." 
SPEAKER6 
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"--she said 'yes' when I asked her to stay after her friends went home. Sex 
seemed natural. But she went home instead. I don't know what the hell I did 
wrong ... " 
SPEAKER I 
"--and we ended up back in my room. We started messing around, but then 
she passed out. I don't know why, but I just kept going. I can't believe I'm 
saying this, but I think I might have raped her." 
SPEAKER 3 
In September 1989, a 17-year-old high school senior visited--
SPEAKER 2 
{Given as a college cheer.} 
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-- "The Iowa State Campus in Ames" --
SPEAKER 3 
-- to see whether she wanted to enroll. She was immediately welcomed into 
the college culture. 
SPEAKER2 
She was even invited to a heavy drinking fraternity party. She was also raped 
there. 
SPEAKER 3 
Studies have demonstrated that fraternity members drink more frequently 
and more heavily than other college students. 
Problems with Alcohol and Your Life. 
SPEAKER 3 
Not only does alcohol destroy lives through education, your health, 
alcoholism, and sex, it destroys lives in general. 
SPEAKER 1 
A year and a half after it happened, Mitch Stegmaier still dreams of the 
L_ -
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accident. In the nightmare, he feels electricity course through his body. He 
sees his clothes burst into flames, watches himself plummet to the ground. 
SPEAKER2 
He hears his best friend murmur, 
SPEAKER 3 
"Don't worry, everything will be all right." 
SPEAKER 1 
When Stegmaier wakes and looks in the mirror, he sees scars covering his 
torso and thighs. 
SPEAKER 3 
When the weather was hot last summer, he avoided wearing shorts or taking 
off his shirt. 
SPEAKER4 
"I'm way cautious now ... and not just for me, but for my friends around me, 
too. I still go to parties but I won't drink." 
SPEAKER 1 
It was during a huge street party in Greektown, the campus neighborhood 
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that is home to most of UM C's fraternities and sororities, that Mitch 
Stegmaier climbed a utility pole, was struck in the back by a full bottle 
thrown by someone in the crowd below, and fell onto live wires. 
SPEAKER2 
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The drunken crowd at the party -- an estimated 10,000 people -- turned into a 
violent mob when the police and emergency medical workers tried to part the 
sea of revellers while rushing to Stegmaier's aid. 
SPEAKER 3 
Between 17 and 53 percent of fatal falls are alchol-related. 
SPEAKER4 
{SPEAKERS move.} 
At Eastern, 20 percent of the students consume between 6 to 10 drinks a 
week. 
SPEAKER6 
Of the current student body in America, between 2 and 3 percent will 
eventually die from alcohol-related causes 
SPEAKER 5 
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2 to 3 percent. {Begin to hum the "Pomp and Circumstance" march.} 
SPEAKER4 
That's about the same number as will get advanced degrees, master's, and 
doctorate degrees combined. 
SPEAKER 6 
Cedric Small said of his first two years at the University of Michigan. 
SPEAKER 1 
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"Every weekend, vomit would be all over the bathroom-- in the stalls, on the 
toilets. It was like a zoo." 
SPEAKER 3 
7 percent of E.I.U. students consume between 16 to 20 drinks a week. 
SPEAKER 2 
6 percent of E.I.U. students consume between 21 to 40 drinks a week. 
SPEAKER 6 
8 percent of E.I.U. students consume between 11 to 15 drinks a week. 
SPEAKER4 
That's about 2 drinks a day. Every day of the week. 
SPEAKER2 
Including Sunday. {SPEAKERS move into position.} 
SPEAKER 6 
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Shortly before 9 p.m. Friday, January 24, 19 year-old Colin Prock and more 
than a dozen friends gathered to get a head start on the night's drinking on 
the sixth floor of a nine-story dormitory. {ALL but SPEAKER 6 move into 
drinking circle. } 
ALL {But SPEAKER 6, SPEAKER 3 
hums 
"99 barrels"} 
Cheers! 
SPEAKER 5 
Alcohol is prohibited in the dorms, but those who want to drink ignored the 
rule routinely. 
SPEAKER4 
"There was pretty much a lot of drinking going on." 
SPEAKER6 
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The party continued for about an hour, then everyone decided to leave. 
{SPEAKERs move into elevator position.} Sixteen people, including Colin 
Prock and Brian Woodrick, piled into an elevator, and it began to descend. 
SPEAKERS 
Two floors below, the elevator stalled. 
SPEAKER 3 
It was overloaded. 
SPEAKER4 
The students joked about being trapped. 
SPEAKERS 
"Quit breathing." 
SPEAKER6 
One said. 
SPEAKER2 
"We're going to run out of air." 
SPEAKER6 
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Another said. 
SPEAKER 3 
"The elevator's going to fall." 
SPEAKER 6 
-- Said a third student. It was funny at first. But a young woman soon said 
she felt as though she might faint, and the people on the elevator grew 
restless. 
SPEAKER 5 
Colin Prock decided he wanted out. 
SPEAKER 3 
He pried the doors apart, only to learn that the elevator was between floors. 
SPEAKER 5 
He crouched, reached out and opened a set of doors to the third floor. 
SPEAKER6 
"I'm going to jump down." 
SPEAKER 3 
-- Prock said. 
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SPEAKER 6 
-- "I can get us all off." 
SPEAKER2 
"Don't do it." 
SPEAKER 5 
Someone said. 
SPEAKER 6 
"Don't worry,--" 
SPEAKER 4 
-- He said. 
SPEAKER 6 
"Don't worry,--" 
SPEAKER2 
-- He said. 
SPEAKER 6 
"I've done this before." 
SPEAKER 1 
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-- He said. 
SPEAKER6 
"I've done this before." 
SPEAKER 5 
Woodrick watched as Prock sat down and dangled his legs inside the elevator 
shaft and swung out. {SPEAKERS move with motion of the fall.} 
ALL but SPEAKER 5 
{In somber whisper} 
--Dangled his legs and swung out. {SPEAKER 4 begins to softly hum "99 
Barrels"} 
SPEAKER3 
That was the last Woodrick saw of Colin Prock, who died of head injuries 
after falling forty feet to the bottom of the elevator shaft. 
SPEAKER 5 
Toxicology reports indicated Prock's blood-alcohol content at .172. 
SPEAKER4 
{SPEAKER 4 stops 
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humming.} 
More than one-and-a-half times the legal limit. 
SPEAKER 1 
36 percent of E.I.U. students consume between 1 to 5 drinks a week. 
SPEAKER2 
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Studies indicate 41 percent of students had consumed five or more drinks in a 
row in the last 2 weeks. 
SPEAKER 1 
The President of California State University at Chico expressed it best when 
he said--
SPEAKER6 
"I write a couple of letters a semester to parents of kids who have died 
because of something related to the use of booze" 
SPEAKER2 
"Related to the use of booze." 
SPEAKER 3 
"Related to the use of booze." 
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SPEAKER4 
"The use of booze." 
SPEAKER 5 
"The use of booze." 
SPEAKER 6 
"The use of booze." 
SPEAKER I 
"Booze." 
SPEAKER 2 
"Booze." 
SPEAKER 3 
"Booze." 
THE SATISFACTION STEP 
ALL 
99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall ... 
SPEAKER4 
49 
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The only answer to the disastrous effects of careless drinking is you. As the 
guest and a host of a party, you can monitor and help others. 
SPEAKER2 
{SPEAKERS start to party.} 
As a host you can stem the problems of alcohol by--
SPEAKER 6 
Always serving food with alcohol. 
SPEAKER 5 
Frito-Lays 
SPEAKER 2 
Twinkies. 
SPEAKER 6 
This will slow the rate at which your body absorbs alcohol. 
SPEAKER 1 
Have several jiggers at the bar so mixed drinks can be measured. 
SPEAKER2 
Guests will be less likely to drink excessively if standard measures for drinks 
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are used. 
SPEAKER4 
If you serve an alcoholic punch, make it with a non-carbonated base. 
SPEAKER 3 
Alcohol is absorbed by the body much faster when combined with a 
carbonated mixer--
SPEAKER 5 
-- such as ginger ale. 
SPEAKER4 
Fruit juice or tea are preferable bases for party punches. 
SPEAKER 3 
Have non-alcoholic beverages available for your guests. 
SPEAKER 5 
Don't force drinks on your guests. 
SPEAKER4 
Stop serving alcohol about an hour before the party is to end. 
SPEAKER2 
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During this last hour, serve a non-alcoholic beverage and top-off the evening 
with a special food feature. 
SPEAKER4 
Of course, non-alcoholics drink will not help sober anybody up, only time can 
do that. But by emphasizing non-alcoholic drinks toward the end of the 
party, you give your guests extra time for their bodies to absorb the alcohol 
they have consumed. 
SPEAKER2 
If you observe a guest who is drinking too much, try this: 
SPEAKER 1 
Engage him or her in conversation to slow down the drinking. 
SPEAKER 3 
Offer food. 
SPEAKER 6 
Off er to mix the next drink and make it a light one. 
SPEAKER 3 
You can also call a cab for yourself or a friend. 
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THE VISUALIZATION STEP 
ALL 
99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall. . . 
SPEAKER2 
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Other institutions are already leading the way to a safer drinking atmosphere. 
SPEAKER4 
At Brandeis University students have formed a group called TREND. 
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SPEAKERS 
Turning Recreational Excitement in New Directions 
SPEAKER6 
It is dedicated to a social life without alcohol or other drugs. 
SPEAKER 3 
The center for Alcohol Education at Colorado State University helps 
abstainers plan school-funded parties with bars that feature--
53 
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SPEAKER2 
"Mocktails" 
SPEAKER3 
This year the center showed movies like "The Rose" and "The Doors" which 
portray the disastrous results of excess. 
SPEAKER 1 
At Boston University, students pledge not to drink or smoke in one of the on-
capus brownstone apartments. 
SPEAKER4 
At Michigan State University, 1,600 students have chosen substance-free 
habitats this year 
SPEAKERS 
At Holy Cross College in Worcester, Massachusetts, some 180 students live 
on substance-free corridors. 
SPEAKER6 
Believe it or not, there are college students who do not drink. 
SPEAKER4 
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3.7% of E.I.U. students have never taken a drink. 
SPEAKER2 
Here at Eastern, The gus bus is a pioneering program to help students return 
safely from bars. 
SPEAKER3 
The gus bus is sponsored by BACCHUS, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic 
Council, Gamma, Student Action Team, Resident Hall association and the 
Parent's club. 
SPEAKER4 
It operates from 9:30 till 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday evenings during the 
spring and fall sememsters and makes stops at area bars. 
THE ACTION STEP 
ALL 
99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall. . . 
SPEAKER2 
We've looked at the statistics of drinking around the nation and here in 
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Charleston. 
SPEAKER 3 
We've seen stories about college students like you who have been hurt or 
killed from the effects of Alcohol. 
SPEAKER4 
Remember Mitch Stegmaier who fell onto live wires. 
SPEAKER 5 
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"I'm way cautious now ... and not just for me, but for my friends around me, 
too. I still go to parties but I won't drink." 
SPEAKER I 
Remember Collin Prock who fell to his death in an elevator shaft. 
SPEAKER 3 
"I can get us all off." 
SPEAKER 2 
"Don't do it." 
SPEAKER 3 
"Don't worry, I've done this before" 
L 
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SPEAKER 1 
And remember the 17-year-old high school senior who was invited to a heavy 
drinking fraternity party and was raped there. 
SPEAKER4 
We do not wish to see you become one of the next alcohol fatalities. 
SPEAKERS 
It's important that you drink smart and make sure your friends are drinking 
smart. So--
SPEAKER 1 
Cheers. 
SPEAKER2 
Salud. 
SPEAKER 3 
Down the hatch. 
SPEAKER4 
Bottoms Up. 
SPEAKER 5 
L 
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To your health. 
SPEAKER6 
Through the teeth, over the gums, watch out stomach here it comes. 
ALL 
99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer. If one of those bottles 
should happen to fall. 98 bottles of beer on the wall, 98 bottles of beer. If one 
of those bottles should happen to fall. .. 
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